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INTRODUCTION
With the rise of extended mediums such as augmented reality, virtu-
al reality and their spatial allocation in new virtual worlds an emerg-
ing spatial question arises. 

A place for creative interaction over the times has been the so called 
Salon d’Art. Different artists, curators, muses, patrons and other 
art affiliates gathered to share and evolve ideas that led to move-
ments and expressions in the art world. Such illustrious spaces still 
exists now a days and can be reflected to widen reach and interac-
tion in virtual spaces. The limitations of real life can be blasted by 
the possibilities and freedom in a space that is no longer bound by 
local attachment, gravity, climate and personal interaction

What is the role of architecture and spatial design within these new 
worlds? How will they interact and overlap with our existing worlds 
and impact or production and thinking? What new experiences can  
architecture cater for if embedded within the virtual? 

The presence of this emerging phenomenon can no longer rely on 
architectural dogmas of the 19th and 20th century and the premise 
and notion of physical boundaries, forms and expressions and ideals 
of convenience. 

The digital opens up novel possibilities and 
challenges these spaces and worlds, which need to be explored and 
designed.  Architecture is at the  disciplinary forefront to take 
agency for a meaningful and novel speculation for this emerging 
challenge. Salon d`Art is a student competition drawing attention to 
architecture within the digital realm and its conceptual and phenom-
enal challenges.

Extended reality (XR) is a term referring to all real-and-virtual combined environments 
and human-machine interactions generated by computer technology and wear-
ables, where the ‘X’ represents a variable for any current or future spatial computing 
technologies. It includes representative forms such as augmented reality (AR), mixed 
reality (MR) and virtual reality (VR) and the areas interpolated among them. The levels 
of virtuality range from partially sensory inputs to immersive virtuality, also called VR

XR
MR

VR
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“This competition wants to challenge the historical sense and
feeling of a Salon d’Art, led by a curator and bringing together

different artists, thinkers and developers. What can you
create for a curator, such as our jury member Hans Ulrich
Obrist, to be a virtual Salon d’Art respecting the historical

meaning but breaking the boundaries of the physical world.”

Marc (co-founder NFA, architect)

“NFA (non fungible architecture), www.nf-architecture.io, is a
Swiss company focusing on architecture as art. We believe in

architecture being ART and want to show the world your
works. That is possible by creating NFTs of your projects.

These NFTs protect ownership of the work and make them tradeable art.”

Anna (co-founder NFA, attorney)
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THE COMPETITION
How can we imagine and shape such a Salon within our current 
social - cultural setting, coupled with novel technologies available today?

XR stands here for extended realities and is to be conceptualized without conventional 
spatial or physical constrains or boundaries. The project is seeking to investigate new 
forms of:

•	 curatorial	strategies	
  How do we exhibit Art in a virtual environment?
•	 spatial	narratives	relating	to	exhibitions	and	artworks
  How do we navigate and move around in virtual spaces? 
•	 exhibition	for	art	pieces	of	4	artists	(to	be	selected	by	participants)
  Participants should select 4 artists (existing or invented) and display place -  
  holder “artwork” of any kind or medium within their architectural proposal.   
  The essence of the competition is about the architecture and not the artist or the  
  selected artworks.
•	 interiority	&	exteriority
  Spatial qualities exploring interior spatial qualities and also the overal formal 
  exterior appearance of the project, without a context or a specific site.
•	 materiality,	transparency	and	illumination
  What are new aesthetic qualities that we could explore trough inventive  and 
  novel materiality, beyond steel, glas, concrete, wood -within a virtual environment?
•	 dynamism,	motion	&	interaction
•	 socializing	and	knowledge	transfer
•	 overal	visitors	experiences	in	a	Salon	d´Art	
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Salon d´Art XR

The brief is asking for an imaginative spatial 
speculation	on	the	historical	Salon	d´Art,	nested	
inside	a	virtual	environment.	The	Salon	d´Art	is	a	
representational social space of an art collector 
or institution showing a collection of artworks to 
an invited audience. In the 19th century these Sa-
lons were the epicenter of contemporary culture, 
art and discourse.



THE PROGRAM
Salon d´Art XR

The Salon d`Art stands in contrast to physical spaces. It has mere limitations, and its 
spatial qualities build on introducing an audience to unprecedented exhibition experienc-
es, in relation to:

•		 inventive	spatial	design	embracing	xr	opportunities
•		 the	art-world	at	large
•		 different	art	mediums	(physical	-	digital)
•		 the	spatial	elaboration	on	the	language	of	4	particular	artist,	to	be		 	 	
 selected by the participants.

The Salon d`Art XR shall be following these programatic constraints:

•	 visitors	within	the	space	:	max	150	*
•	 grand	entrance	and	reception	area
•	 4	areas	for	four	different	Artists,	with	no	necessary	strict	separation,	but		 	
 separate identities
•	 2	socializing	areas	with	bars	and	a	small	dancefloor
•	 4	meeting	areas	for	a	small	group	of	4	people

 *no m2 will be provided as size and scale is upon decision and  design of the competitors
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THE  JURY

HANS ULRICH OBRIST

Hans Ulrich Obrist is Artistic Director of 
the Serpentine Galleries in London. Prior 
to this, he was the Curator of the Musée 
d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. Since 
his	first	show	»World	Soup	(The	Kitchen	
Show)«	in	1991,	he	has	curated	more	than	
300 exhibitions.

Obrist has lectured internationally at 
academic and art institutions, and is a 
contributing	editor	to	»Artforum«,	»An-
Other	Magazine«,	»Cahiers	D’Art«,	and	
»032C«;	he	also	writes	columns	for	»Das	
Magazin«	and	»Weltkunst«.	In	2011	he	re-
ceived the CCS Bard Award for Curatorial 
Excellence,	and	in	2015	he	was	awarded	
the International Folkwang Prize for his 
commitment to the arts.

GREG LYNN

Greg Lynn has been at the cutting edge 
of design in both architecture and de-
sign culture in general when it comes to 
the use of the computer.  The buildings, 
projects, publications, teachings and writ-
ings associated with his office have been 
influential in the acceptance and use of 
advanced technology for design and fab-
rication.

In 2001, Time Magazine named Greg Lynn 
one of 100 of the most innovative people 
in	the	world	for	the	21st	century.		In	2005,	
Forbes Magazine named him one of the 
ten most influential living architects.  In 
2008, he won the Golden Lion at the 11th 
International Venice Biennale of Architec-
ture.

QUAYOLA

Quayola employs technology as a lens 
to explore the tensions and equilibriums 
between seemingly opposing forces: real 
and artificial, old and new. 

Constructing immersive installations, he 
engages with and re-imagines canonical 
imagery through contemporary 
technology. Landscape painting and 
classical iconography are some of the 
historical aesthetics referenced in 
Quayola’s work. His varied practice, all 
deriving from custom computer software, 
also includes audiovisual performance 
and sculpture.
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AWARDS
PRIZES

1st PLACE:   3000 €
2nd PLACE:  2000€
3rd PLACE :  1000 €

Honorable	Mention	1:		500	€
Honorable	Mention	2:		500	€

Winners will further be exhibited with their work on the online NFA plat-
form, with the possibility to sell their work upon mutual agreement. If the 
rewarded authors work will be successfully minted and  sold through the 
platform, or if upon mutual agreement project will be permanetely placed in 
existing virtual worlds - regulations according to the owners of the platform 
shall apply.

EVALUATION CRITERIAS

The primary evaluation criteria is the experiantal quality of an architectural 
proposal, relating to spatiality for an exhibition in a virtual environment.

The overal architectural concept leading to new and novel understanding of 
space in virtual environments is a key driver for the projects. Whats is new 
and	possible	?	Representation	(movie	format)	of	the	final	work	is	import-
ant, but visual effects and artistry shall not compromise spatial clarity and 
understanding of the project and its architectural merits.
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DATES   DEADLINES
DATES

Competition Website: 
www.nf-architecture.io
www.nf-architecture.io/competition

Registration Open: 
01.03.2022

Deadline for online Material submission:  
22.05.2022	-	12pm

Material Submission/Upload to:
www.nf-architecture.io/competition

Announcement of Winners:
11.06.2022
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The	project	representation	is	limited	to	a	movie	format	(Item	1)	and	a	single	Word	Document.	
(Item	2)	Since	experience,	dynamism,	and	spatiality	is	best	represented	within	animations,	
movies, video footage, stop motion the project limits its representation to:
•	 180	seconds	(3min)	max.	movie/video	narrative:	FULL	HD	(1920x1080)	in	H264	Format.
•	 audio	such	as	music	or	voiceover	are		encouraged	to	be	used
•	 an	anonymous	6	digit	ID	number,	selected by participants	(Font	Size:	60pt)	shall	be		 	
 displayed in the movie in the upper right corner at all times. All further submission docu  
 ments shall be named with this anonymous ID number.
•	 anonymity	must	be	maintained	within	the	movie	at	all	times
•	 participants	are	liable	for	the	use	of	copyrighted	material,	violation	might	lead	to	dis		 	
 qualification
•	 various	mediums	can	be	combined	within	this	movie	format	ranging	from	video	footage		 	
 of real models, to animations, simulations and CGI, motion graphics, diagrams, texts    
 and animated plans and architectural drawings.

•	 No	limitations,	one	movie	file,	180	seconds.

The video should explain a holistic concept and focus on the architectural and spatial, material quality 
of the Salon d`Art XR and how these qualities will cater for a new visitors experience in a virtual exhi-
bition setting.

Material Upload* to: www.nf-architecture.io/competition  
Deadline: 22.05.20222 - 12pm

*a	single zip File	with	2	Items:		(Zip	Filename:	ID	Number_SXD,	fEx.: 002543_SXD.zip)

Item 1:       Movie 																				(File	Name	=	6	digit	ID	number.mov,	f.Ex: 002543.mov)	
Item 2:      Word Document      (File	Name	=	6	digit	ID	number.docx,	f.Ex: 002543.docx)			with
             •					project	statement	(max.	3000	characters	with	spaces)
	 													•					name	of	project	Author(s)	+	contact	+	associated	Universities
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SUBMISSION	ZIP

002543_SXD.zip

1920 x 1080

002543

Item 1 - MOVIE
002543.mov

Item 2 - WORD DOC
002543.docx

SUBMISSION UPLOAD
www.nf-architecture.io/competition



REGULATIONS                               LEGAL NOTES
•	 All	students	(enrolled	with	a	University)	of	any	
 particular field of study, from any country in the world  
 are eligeble to participate
•	 The	language	of	the	competition	is	English
•	 Multiple	entries	can	be	made	from	the	same			 	
 team members, but must be registered and sub  
	 mitted	individually.	(different	project	ID	numbers		 	
	 for	different	projects)
•	 Submissions	can	only	be	accepted	digitally	with	 	
 in the given timeframe. Please read p.10
•	 Contacting	the	Jury	is	prohibited
•	 The	competition	organizers	reserve	the	right		 	 									
 to change the schedule of the competition if    
 deemed necessary
•	 Participation	and	Submission	of	the	work	as	 	 	
 sumes acceptance of the regulations.
•	 Submissions	violating	regulations	and	late	sub	 	
 mission will be disqualified

•	 The	work	remains	the	intellectual	property	of	the	
	 author(s),	but	the	right	is	granted	to	the		 	 	
 organizers of the competition to disseminate and   
 publish the results and the work both in print and digital  
 online media.
•	 In	case	of	any	publication	-	all	author	names	of	the			
 work, the associated University and the organizers of  
	 the	competition	(NFA)	need	to	be	credited.
•	 The	authors	agree	that	their	work	can	be	secured	by		
 an NFT created by NFA and will as such be part of the  
 library of NFA.
•	 NFA	can	offer	any	participants		a	contract	to	mint	and		
 launch their work on NFA marketplace at a commission  
 fee of 20% upon sale. NFA states a right of first NFT  
 purchase and dropping - in the name of the 
 authors.
•	 Participants	are	responsible	and	liable	for	the	use	and		
 possession of rights for credited material in their sub 
 mission of any kind, in particular audio and video 
 content. 
•	 Governing	law	for	disputes	arising	from	the	competition		
	 is	Swiss	law	and	agreed	jurisdiction	Zug,	Switzerland.
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